
 

4.8km on the GPS, 550m+ of climb; 14.6km when on the computer 

 

AS IT WAS ON RUN 3814  

AT KAJANG SHOOTING RANGE 

(26/12/2016) HARE : HEW KEN HONG , 

SCRIBE BY: ROB STOTT - PHOTOS BY:KANA 

 

We set off toward the tunnel went up the concrete track to the 

'farm' and on a bit more with the left turn downhill to the usual 

check. CT had checked forward as the trail must turn right, but he 

found no paper. Roger, Ah Man and I checked below for the trails 

to circulate right like last time, but no trails found. After 

reassembling to decide to do our own thing and try intercept paper 

Ah Man had checked below and found paper on the other side of 

the track. The paper followed another frequently used track almost 

parallel to the usual route. 

Again following usual tracks from the crest of the hill check 2 

arrived where there is a small trail off to the left followed by the 

climb to the top of the hill. Check 3 came after we had wandered 



around the contour as we started the ascent. A false trail to the 

left. All this while there was a view of the highway and some major 

construction below. They were building some sort of column, 

maybe for a highway across the valley or a lift shaft of another 

condominium. No doubt future runs will allow us to watch progress. 

After progressing northish and reaching somewhere near the 

highest point in the area we turned right to the east. Somewhere 

along that track in June 2009 we did a short cut (I think created by 

Dr Chua) and ended up in Sungai Long to take a lorry back to the 

runsite. At the time I was unaware where we were precisely so 

discovered this when downloading the GPS tracks. 

Shortly after this we were again on familiar tracks of the recent run 

there but going in reverse. 

Then another change of direction going south, a welcome change 

as this was in the direction of home and also downwards. We 

followed the previous months trail for a while and then a turn to 

the right and joined the home trail of the previous run. 

Front runners straggled in from 7.50 with runners continuing to 

return after 8pm. Is it not surprising that the front runners use 

torches and head lights. 

Another run to justify the 430 gang 

 

Regards, Rob 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AS IT WAS ON RUN 3814  

AT KAJANG SHOOTING RANGE (26/12/2016) HARE : 

HEW KEN HONG , 

SCRIBE BY: SOO OOI YEONG 

PHOTOS BY:KANA 

 

We hv a excited  n challenging run on Boxing day wet n slippery. 

Traffic was smooth and arrived at runsite at 5.30pm. Many hashers were warming up and 

carrying umbrellas. In anyway, they will still get wet when the run starts. The Run started at 

6pm. On sec leading the way with every- body slowly picking up after a heavy Xmas night. 

Ah meng n ah siong came late n managed to catch up in line. 

Everyone just enjoyed the cooling  fresh air with heavy rain drops. 

The 1st check was a down hill. Ah meng went left n found nothing. We were waiting at the 

junction. On sec was called for a forward check abt 200 meter away. Everyone followed on 

paper n ran like a soldier. 

We were running slowly cos its wet . Passed rubber estate and a many up hill climbs. 

I knew it was a long run .  And asked excellent  choice.  And he was doubtful. The 2nd run 

was a false trail and caught many front runners 

The days are shorter 7pm it gets dark quickly during  December monsoon rain. We used our 

torch light to see clearer. Heavy thunder storm did not stop us with our journey. 

The 3rd check was down the other side of the ridge some short cutter followed a trail 

thru the gate of a private path. 

Arthur Hoi in great shape n full of energy overtook me. 

I missed the 4th check. Lucky to meet kenny soh in the dark. After 30 mins we heard the 

honkers fr behind together with Billy no hair .  All of them with muddy shoes.



 


